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Abstract

Gallagher, world renowned for their electric 
fencing innovations, requested ways to 
develop their solar powered energizer 
range. The intent of this project was to 
work with Gallagher product specialists 
to identify key market gaps and use them 
to develop a conceptual design proposal 
for a new solar charged, battery powered 
electric fence energizer. 

Industrial design literature investigations 
provided a foundation for this project and 
specific methods were used to identify 
and utilize key information from the 
Gallagher product and energizer range 
and Gallagher’s competition. Other 
strategic research areas included; context 
of energizer use, common energizer issues, 
market gaps/opportunities, ergonomic 
principles, safety aspects, manufacturing 
guidelines and relevant state of the art 
technologies. The core research methods 
used to support the investigation and 
consider industrial design and business 
requirements were; market analysis, 
ethnography, surveys, informal expert 
interviews and focus group meetings 
with Gallagher departmental managers. 
Structured concept generation, test 
rigs, mock-ups, models, iterated design 
development and CAD renderings ensued.

A potential market gap was discovered 
through these explorations where isolated 
farm blocks needed electric fencing, but had 
no mains power. The unit needed to be semi-
portable, yet had to have the potential power 
to supply the equivalent of mains powered 
energizer capabilities. Solar powered 
technology has widened the scope for design 
to solve this scenario, which provided the 
starting point for initial design concepts.
 
The product was required to solve issues and 
objectives (functionality), be intuitive, easy 
to use and practical (usability), and appeal 
to the target market (desirability). The final 
design proposal is a modular energizer unit 
which allows the end user to customize the 
system to suit their individual needs. This 
investigation aimed to fulfil Gallagher’s brief 
to expand their solar powered energizer 
range, and uncover any other potential 
product opportunities in the market.

Keywords: Animal management, Electric 
fence, Modular, Energizer, Solar, Desirability, 
Functionality, Form, Aesthetics, Usability, 
User experience, Branding, Ergonomics, 
Industrial design
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Glossary of terms

Energizer: An energizer is a component 
required for an electric fence setup. It is an 
intelligent control system which converts 
power from the battery into a high voltage 
pulse or shock. 

Solar Energizer: An energizer which  
uses a solar panel to help maintain full 
battery charge.

Modular system: A system which can 
accommodate many different types,  
sizes and powers of components,  
providing variability.  

Grounding: Electrical energy always tries 
to return to its source. Grounding may be 
used as part of that return path. An animal 
becomes part of the circuit as it touches the 
fence   whilst also standing on the ground. 

Joule (J): The work required to produce one 
watt of power for one second ie 1 Joule. This 
derived unit is used to rate an energizers’ 
power output. 

Output (J): The output, measured in joules,  
of the energizer is the power rated for  
each product.  

Amp Hours (Ah): A unit of charge measured 
in amps (current flow) per hour and used to 
describe the output of batteries. 

Watts (w): A unit of power defined as one 
joule per second, measures the rate of 
energy conversion or transfer eg A solar 
panels output to a rechargeable battery.

Territory Manager: A Gallagher Territory 
Manager is an experienced sales 
professional, who knows and understands 
the Gallagher product range. Using this 
knowledge, the TM assists the customer 
to choose the most suitable product for 
his/her needs, offers solutions to specific 
problems, and promotes Gallagher products 
with the aim of increasing Gallagher sales 
in a specific region or area by building 
trustworthy relationships with the customer. 
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1. Project Background

This Masters of Design project was funded 
by the Ministry of Science and Innovation 
through their Callaghan Innovation Research 
and Development (R&D) student fellowships, 
which are intended to encourage R&D 
intensive businesses to involve Masters 
and PhD students in their programmes. 
The 12 month project was undertaken with 
Gallagher Animal Management, part of the 
Gallagher Group, and focussed on industrial 
design research for a new solar powered 
electric fence energizer.

1.1. Student fellowship benefits

•	 Work on a significant problem faced by 
the company

•	 Gain and develop technical skills in a 
commercial R&D environment while 
completing their Masters or PhD degree.

•	 Gain commercial experience through a 
professional development plan.

1.2. Firms’ Benefits

•	 The fellowship will contribute to the 
development and commercialisation of a 
new product, process or service.

•	 New capability generated in the 
students’ R&D project will be transferred 
to the company.

•	 Builds a close link with the University 
resulting in the transfer of knowledge. 

Figure 1. Callaghan Innovation Logo 

Figure 2. Gallagher Hamilton Headquarters
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1.3. Company Involvement

Callaghan Innovation

Callaghan Innovation was founded 2013, in 
the name of Sir Paul Callaghan. Working to 
accelerate commercialisation of innovation 
by firms in New Zealand, Callaghan 
Innovation helps fund R&D projects, which 
leads to helping New Zealand businesses 
grow. Their financial assistance has enabled 
me to engage and pursue this collaboration 
with Gallagher.

Gallagher

Early in the 1930’s Bill Gallagher Senior, 
founder of Gallagher Group, invented the 
world’s first electric shock system, in an 
effort to keep his horse off his car. This idea 
led to the invention of the electric fence 
which was further developed to control 
livestock on farms worldwide (Gallagher, 
n.d.).

Gallagher Group is based in Hamilton, 
New Zealand and has been developing, 
manufacturing and marketing world 
leading farming products since the 1930’s. 
Bill Gallagher Senior, the founder of the 
company, led Gallagher to become a world-
leading corporation in all areas of Animal 
Management, with current representation in 
over 130 countries (7 Markets). Within these 
markets, Gallagher are competing against 
dozens of rivals, all vying for the same 
market sector; predominantly farmers. Figure 3. Gallagher Values
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Figure 4. Gallagher Timeline

The primary Gallagher contacts have been 
mentor, Byron Arnold (Business Manager 
of Energizers) and Mark Harris (Marketing 
Manager of Animal Management Systems), 
who have had executive supervision 
throughout the project.

The initial brief described the overall topic 
and scope for design research, and outlined 
company business objectives.
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2. Project Aims

Due to project requirements that looked for 
different outcomes, the business research 
aim was separated from the design aim. 
The aims have been explained below.

2.1. Business Research Aim

Initially, Gallagher business managers 
required a better understanding of the 
international electric fence energizer 
market, with a specific focus on solar 
powered units. The aim was to develop a 
thorough understanding and map of the 
current product market offering, identifying 
market competitors, gaps in the market and 
ultimately see how Gallagher were rating 
relative to their competitors. Refer “Market 
Research” section later in this document.

2.2. Design Research Aim

This new market research identified a 
specific gap in the market which became 
the focus of detailed product design 
research. The intention was to use this 
market understanding to direct the 
development of a new and innovative 
product in Gallagher’s solar powered 
electric fence energizer range.

2.3. Research Objectives

•	 Develop a comprehensive understanding 
of existing Gallagher products, problems 
and opportunities to enable preparation 
of a requirement specification  
document of design issues, customer 
interests, market segmentation and 
product requirements.

•	 Develop a comprehensive understanding 
of state of the art, solar powered  
electric fence energizer products 
(usability, ergonomics, experience, 
desirability, aesthetics, technology 
and performance) and the likely 
developments anticipated within the 
design life of the new product family. 

•	 Analysis of data which communicates 
findings to establish a foundation for a 
change in the design. Design Criteria  
to be formed as a reflection of the 
research conclusion.

•	 Generate, develop and prototype an 
innovative, industrial design proposal, 
for an integrated solar electric fence 
energizer for Gallagher Animal 
Management Systems, based on 
established design criteria.

•	 Develop a thorough appreciation of the 
existing Gallagher brand identity, user 
product interaction and environment, 
and consider how form languages 
communicate with potential users.

•	 Produce material which comprehensively 
describes the final design proposal and 
reflects the research findings.
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2.4. Research Questions

•	 What company values are important to 
Gallagher?

•	 What aesthetic, usability and technical 
characteristics are found in the 
Gallagher product range?

•	 How does Gallagher compare against its 
competitors in each major market?

•	 What do customers think of the existing 
Gallagher product range?

•	 What are the differences between types 
of solar powered energizer?

•	 How are solar energizers used, and in 
what context are they used in?

•	 What issues are evident in the existing 
solar powered energizers?

•	 How can solar powered energizers be 
improved to achieve a more desirable 
product experience for the user?

•	 What design principles should be 
considered when designing a solar 
powered electric fence energizer so that 
the end user finds it intuitive to install, 
assemble and operate?

•	 What design principles are best used to 
improve the overall design?

•	 How does an Industrial Designer fit in 
with other team members from other 
professions? 

2.5. Project Timeline

This timeline outlines the main procedures 
and deadlines for the project.

(Opposite page: Figure 5. Project Timeline)
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3. Background Information

3.1. Farming in New Zealand

Farming and agriculture are an integral 
part of New Zealand’s historical way of life. 
Currently two of our most important primary 
industries, farming and agriculture make up 
roughly two thirds of our export trade. The 
agribusiness has made a rising contribution 
to New Zealand’s economy and over the last 
15 years, its productivity doubled the rate of 
the rest of the economy, (Anderton, 2006).

Figure 6. Farming in New Zealand Figure 7. History of Farming in New Zealand

3.2. Gallagher Product Range

The overall Gallagher Animal Management 
product range is outlined briefly below with 
some examples of products in use.  
All products here are to be use on/with 
electric fences.

(Opposite page: Figure 8. Gallagher range of animal 
management products)
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3.3. Basic Layout of a Solar 
Electric Fence Setup

The diagram below shows the 6 key 
components needed for a solar powered 
electric fence to work, followed by a 
description outlining the basic function or 
purpose of each component.

Figure 9. Components needed for an electric fence setup
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3

6

Solar Panel

Energizer

Regulator

Grounding  system 

Battery

Fence

Solar panels generate power by 
processing the UV light in the 
atmosphere and send it through the 
regulator to be stored in the battery

The energizer draws power from the 
battery and sends electric pulses along 
the fence every few seconds. The pulse is 
always trying to find its way back to its 
point of origin; the energizer

The regulator is effectively a surge 
protector, ensuring that the battery is not 
damaged by excessive amounts of power 
sent from the solar panel.

 The grounding system requires a way for 
the electricity to reach the ground, often 
using a grounding rod. The grounding rod 
is part of the circuit that is completed 
when the animal touches the wire. The 
completion of the circuit is what allows 
the animal to get a shock. 

The battery stores electrical charge 
and is the source of power required to 
run the energizer. The solar panel can 
charge the battery, extending the life.

The fence is the containment which 
provides a physical boundary for stock 
control. To work, the fence must allow 
electricity to flow through it, but prevent 
the electricity from reaching the ground 
unless it comes in contact with an animal; 
only then should it complete the circuit by 
flowing through the animal, the ground, 
back to the grounding rod and energizer.
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3.4. Energizers

As previously mentioned, the project 
area of interest is energizers; specifically 
solar powered. The following chapters 
provide background knowledge on solar 
powered energizers

In Figure 10, the solar energizers have 
been divided into basic categories 
which define them in terms of size, 
power, use, form and layout. Refer to 
Gallagher Product Range Analysis for 
more information.

Figure 10. Gallagher energizer range
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4. Literature Review

An outline of literature has been assembled 
to highlight some of the key theoretical 
reasons for design decisions and outcomes. 
The following human factors discussed have 
provided solid foundation for product design 
and are reflected in the final outcome.
•	 Functionality/Practical Functions
•	 Usability
•	 User Experience
•	 Desirability
•	 Experience
•	 Branding

Figure 11. Connection between form, function, 
context of use and the user

4. 1. Functionality/Practical 
Functions

Functionality forms the foundation 
of this project. It is only after reliable 
functionality has been achieved that 
usability, user experience and desirability 
can provide benefits to the end product. P. 
Jordan, 2000, states in his book, Designing 
Pleasurable Products; “A product will be 
useless if it does not contain appropriate 
functionality: a product cannot be usable 
if it does not contain the functions 
necessary to perform the tasks for which 
it is intended.” Therefore, the product 
is directly affected by the designers 
understanding of what the function, 
user and context of use is, because it 
will ultimately define the shape or form. 
It could be claimed that the form of a 
product follows both function and emotion.  
In Figure 11, it is evident that function is 
one of three components which dictate the 
form of a product.
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Functions

Product functions will define the layout, 
size, proportion, shape, materials and 
construction. Functionality is also driven by 
visual technical issues such as draft angles, 
part lines, wall thicknesses, curvatures and 
component sizes which add to the overall 
appearance of the product.

Context of use

The context of use will influence the way 
the product functions. It will also help guide 
material selection, component configuration 
and affect the method of transportation. 

User

Colour, texture and graphics are user 
driven form factors, which contribute to 
the aesthetic qualities of the end product. 
Ergonomic factors are influenced by the 
user and create visual form through user 
interactive features such as handles, handle 
grips, clips, tightening mechanisms, etc. 

Function could be further divided into 
“two major components: (1) performance 
specification demands, including all-

user friendly aspects, and (2) cost and 
manufacturability.”(Lesko, 2008). 

Performance specification demands

Performance specifications refer to the 
abilities and limitations of the products 
user. It may also reflect how the product 
must perform in context, what it must 
contain, what it must work with and how 
the user interacts with it. (For performance 
specification demands, see Functionality 
Criteria in Gallagher Performance 
Specifications in 7.2, Table 1.) 

Cost and Manufacturability

Cost and manufacturing factors are physical 
aspects of the product, including the 
number of parts, relative size of product, 
and complexity of manufacture, assembly 
time and material selection. (For Cost and 
Manufacturability, refer to Manufacturability/
Tooling/Assembly Criteria in Gallagher 
Performance Specifications in 7.2, Table 4.) 

Gallagher products are a good example of 
these factors, whereby the two components 
of function, structure the foundation upon 
which the design will develop. Furthermore, 

the shape of a product is not only a 
reflection of its function; it is an expression 
of the intended use, helping to communicate 
to the user how to interact with it. Steve Jobs 
clearly articulates “It’s not just what it looks 
like and feels like. Design is how it works.” In 
conclusion, form reflects how good a product 
is and good design expresses and supports 
functionality (Cornett, 2010) (Gassmann, 
2010).
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4.2. Usability

Usability, as described by UsabilityNet, 
means “making products and systems easier 
to use, and matching them more closely 
to user needs and requirements.” Usability 
is about the effectiveness, efficiency and 
satisfaction of a product’s function and is 
affected by the user, the user’s expectations 
and its context of use (Usability Net, n.d.). 

Burris’s view on usability in Product Design – 
Importance of Usability and User Experience 
(2008), underlines the basic principles of 
how important usability is for a company and 
their product line. He recognises that along 
with functionality, usability has become a 
factor which is no longer a luxury due to 
a shift in customer desires. Customers are 
no longer satisfied with just a functional 
product; they now expect an intuitive, easy 
to use product, regardless of what it is. It is 
evident that although usability adds huge 
value to the product, it is perceived to be a 
standard value to the customer.

It is evident that usability is a very standard 
process within product design today; 
however without the implementation of 
usability factors, the final product will lack 

important consumer centred design input. 
Usability requires a deep understanding of 
the user, with an emphasis on how easy it is 
for the user to engage with the product and 
how simple the task is to achieve. 

In this project, the product functions must 
be easy to understand, intuitive to use 
and user friendly, providing the expected 
usability aspects which will help consumers 
with 1) limited knowledge on electric fencing 
setups; as well as 2) offering a platform for 
experienced users to generate their own 
collection of components.
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4.3. User Experience

Again in Burris’s Product Design – Importance 
of Usability and User Experience (2008), 
he explains that “while user experience 
might sound related to usability, there are 
very distinct differences between usability 
and user experience. User experience is not 
about the capabilities and ease of use, but 
rather about the feeling about the interaction 
a user has with a product. User experience 
is entirely emotional. It is how satisfied, 
content, happy, disillusioned, frustrated, or 
angry the user is with their experience with 
the product.” The importance of enjoying 
a task or experience while using a product 
adds value to a completely functional and 
usable product. 

During the design process, the following  
key issues aim to demonstrate user 
experience properties:

Figure 12. User Experience connections

Value will be expressed through ergonomic 
interactions that may protect, enable, 
facilitate or fit/suit the consumer, instilling a 
sense of usefulness.

Usability will be transformed through simple, 
understandable and familiar elements which 
describe their intended use.

Adoptability may use semantic 
communication to describe, express and 
identify the product features, encouraging 
the user.

Desirability will be integrated into the 
product by creating symbolic, aesthetic 
and identification factors associated with 
farming, agricultural tools and Gallagher.

The end product aims to demonstrate 
intuitive usability while connecting with the 
user, providing them enjoyable, simple and 
safe experiences through interactions with 
features and functional components. By 
infusing a useful, enjoyable user experience, 
the consumer is likely to feel positive, adding 
key desirability traits to the end product.
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4.4. Desirability

In Design Crux, (2006), John Soellner 
writes, “Desirability is claimed to create 
symbolic, aesthetic and identification 
factors people associate with products, 
services and software. Rather than brand 
after construction is finished, desirability is 
branding through design.”

In, Pleasure with Products: Human Factors for 
Body, Mind and Soul, P. Jordan (1999) states, 
“Humans always have and always will seek 
pleasure. The artefacts and products with 
which we surround ourselves are potential 
sources of pleasure.”  People are buying 
to fuel desires, express personal values, 
aspirations and emotions. In a similar book, 
Designing Pleasurable Products (2000), 
Jordan suggests that since products have 
almost reached a level of maturity on the 
functionality, usability and user experience 
in terms of consumer needs, it is inevitable 
that customers will start wanting more. 
Desirability is emerging as a consumer need, 
driving the market in new directions. Figure 
13 shows how basic human needs and wants 
are also evident in what consumers want 
from products. 

Figure 13. Hierarchy of product requirements

Desirability can add cost to the end product. For 
farmers, the biggest end user, cost is a dominant 
buying factor. However, desirability traits are 
manifested in existing Gallagher products and 
due to the success of these; it is evident that 
desirability is bringing added value. In the creation 
of a more desirable product, the intention is to 
develop a connection with the user through desired 
characteristics, by making the product easy and 
simple to understand while being enjoyable  
to operate.  

In Designing Pleasurable Products (2000), Jordan 
also describes methods for creating pleasurable/
desirable products such as focus groups, think 
aloud protocols and field observations, which can 
be used through the design process to collect 
information about what farmers consider desirable.
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Anders Warell (2008) has developed 
Perceptual Product Experience (PPE) 
framework for analysing how consumers 
perceive products in order to capture 
the desires of users, create meaningful 
experiences for people and support the 
design for its intended market. “The PPE 
framework is designed to allow users to 
focus on perceived, non-instrumental aspects 
of product interaction in order to understand, 
map, organise and analyse possible user 
experiences.” (Goellner, Warell, Adank, Garret 
and Parker, 2011)

Figure 14. The Perceptual Product Experience (PPE) 
framework (based on Warell, 2008)
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There are two 
models used for 
describing the 
affective qualities 
of products: 
Representation 
and Presentation. 
Both models can be 
broken up into three 
modes.

Presentation

Impression communicates the unique 
characteristics noticeable to the user.  
The impression tool can be used to establish 
what makes a product, family or brand 
different from other products in the market, 
highlighting the strongest impression.

The attractive, striking or captivating 
traits are often what users like about the 
product. The Appreciation mode is used to 
identify these traits and investigate how it is 
accomplished 

Emotion mode corresponds to the emotion 
or feelings a product ‘elicits’ when visualised 
or interacted with. The connection between 
user and product is important to create a 
desirable product feel. 

Representation

When interacting with a product, Recognition 
is ‘what people are reminded of’. A 
reminiscent memory or experience can 
evoke a specific connection with the product, 
whether it is positive or negative. 

‘What people understand’ about the function, 
form and features are an indication of how 
well the user comprehends the product. 
Comprehension is often able to be integrated 
into the product through semantic functions 
and carefully designed form language.

Association recognizes what users think of; 
often another product, and what the product 
stands for. The mode questions what values, 
origin and heritage are communicated by  
the product. 
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4.5. Experience 

Experience has close associations to form, 
function, user experience and desirability 
aspects described earlier in this literature 
review. Chitturi, Raghunathan and Mahajan, 
(2007) examine how the ‘Hedonic’ and 
‘Utilitarian’ values can influence the 
experience for a customer when interacting 
with a product and how these factors can 
benefit the product design process.

Hedonic: Aesthetics and experiential  
product properties
Utilitarian: Functional and practical  
product properties

Chitturi et al (2007), believe that “after 
a necessary level of functionality is met”; 
the hedonic properties become not only 
important, but more desirable due to the fact 
that they are an added bonus to the basic 
function of a product. This adds greater 
value to a product, as the user is often 
not expecting these benefits, resulting in 
satisfaction among other positive emotions. 
When the hedonic value is absent, the 
user may feel dissatisfied. However, if the 
utilitarian or functional property is not up to 
standard above all else, the user will likely be 
extremely disillusioned by the product, as it 

no longer meets the basic users’ needs.

Hedonic and Utilitarian properties bring 
emotions to users. Figure 15 illustrates 
different emotions consumers get from 
hedonic and utilitarian product attributes, 
which will be used to help guide the final 
outcome of this project.

 Figure 15. Properties and response to utilitarian and hedonic values
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4.6. Branding in Product Design

Monika Hestad (2013) clearly describes 
in Branding and Product Design, the link 
between product and brand association. 
She describes branding and product design 
presently as two separate professional 
disciplines; however the product is an 
important touch point which carries real 
brand experiences which have a powerful 
influence on how brands are perceived and 
valued. Hestad states that “the product is 
important in telling the story about the  
brand by delivering brand promise.” 

Branding is an important factor in this 
project, because the proposed product 
will need to fit within an existing product 
brand family. The product must therefore 
reflect Gallagher values, approaches and 
establish brand design colours, graphics 
and other formal elements. For more than 10 
years, Professor Tony Parker, Chief Designer 
at Gallagher, has been creating a visual 
representation of the Gallagher brand 
through product aesthetics. His approach to 
design has facilitated the emergence of a 
family of products, which now stand as  
one of the main touch points of the  
Gallagher brand. 

4.7. Design for Manufacture

Understanding materials and manufacturing 
is a substantial part of designing a product.  
Jim Lesko (2008) states in industrial design; 
materials and manufacturing guide, that 
“The designer, whether on a design team 
or acting alone, is responsible for the 
appearance and form of a product.” It is 
important to visualise and develop forms 
which can be manufactured, and if there is a 
lack of knowledge on these aspects, creative 
potential is limited. Lesko adds “It would be 
like a composer writing a symphony totally 
unaware of the colour and full range of  
some instruments”.

Gallagher products will later be analysed 
in order to identify the key visual 
characteristics of the product family and 
show what differentiates them from other 
brands in the market. 
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4.8. Manufacturing Technology 
Investigation

Plastic Injection moulding is the preferred 
method of manufacture because it allows 
almost complete freedom for designing 
products with a high level of detail. 
Additionally, injection moulding has low 
operation, maintenance and running costs in 
comparison to other methods when parts are 
mass produced. With the estimated volume 
of production around 3000 units/year, there 
are sufficient numbers to warrant plastic 
injection moulding.

This project is heavily influenced by 
manufacturability, tooling and assembly 
constraints; therefore it must comply with the 
following design specifications:
•	 Practical to tool for manufacture by 

injection moulding of main plastic 
enclosure components

•	 Can be realistically manufactured 
at a reasonable price, with minimal 
complexity involved

Figure 16. Injection Moulding (Basic Principle)
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4.9. Tooling for Injection 
Moulding

Informal meetings with Gallagher tooling 
expert Matthew Bell provided insight into 
the expectations placed upon a product for 
manufacturing.
 

Figure 17. Machining an injection moulding tool
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4.10.  Ergonomics

As a result of the health and safety 
concerns, investigation into real life case 
studies has been used to identify realistic 
benchmarks. Fitting the Human: Introduction 
to ergonomics by Karl H.E. Kroemer (2009) 
and The measure of Man and Woman: Human 
factors in design by Alvin R. Tilley (2002) 
were used as guides to making informed 
design decisions. Hand ergonomics, shoulder 
widths and human related measurements 
were investigated along with lifting 
techniques, max lifting weights and benefits 
associated with each. For this data, see 
Appendix 3 (Karwowski, Soares, and Stanton, 
2011) 

Figure 23. Ergonomic lifting principles 

Figure 24. Airline companies investigated 

Recommended limits in the UK are as follows:
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In New Zealand, it is claimed that “There is 
no maximum safe level for lifting specified 
in employment law.” http://www.dol.govt.nz/
workplace/knowledgebase/item/1354 

However, this product would be sold 
worldwide, and must be accepted in all 
markets as safe enough to use.
Based on ergonomic data from the 
International Air Transport Association 
(IATA), Air New Zealand, Qantas and other 
internationally recognised flight businesses, 
a maximum weight of 32kg has been 
established. IATA (n.d.) exclaims that “bags 
over 32 kilos (70lbs) cannot be accepted 
for carriage as they are too heavy for 
the baggage handlers to lift.” (IATA, n.d.). 
This ergonomic health and safety decision 
reflects a safe weight for an individual to 
carry, therefore, a weight reduction must be 
incorporated into the design criteria. 

International Carry Weight Standards 
and related Regulations
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4. 1 1. Industrial Design as part of 
a team

In order to make informed decisions when 
designing the product, it is beneficial for the 
designer to have a solid appreciation of the 
principle aspects in other fields of expertise. 
The following points explain the role which 
industrial design played and its relationship 
to other project team members in this 
project. (Cuffaro, 2006)
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Marketing

Industrial designers need to understand 
the brief, which is primarily orchestrated 
by the marketing team, in regards to 
a gap or opportunity in the market. 
Industrial designers need to work closely 
with marketing experts to get a solid 
understanding of the client needs, financial 
limits and other essential guidelines of  
the brief.

Engineering

Engineers and designers typically work 
side by side during the development stages 
of the design to work out realistic and 
innovative technical and manufacturing 
solutions. Engineers provide their expertise 
in the mechanical, electrical and electronic 
aspects of the product such as strength, 
performance, materials and can forecast 
possible issues such as water ingress, weak 
areas in the product and electric failure 
which can avoid unnecessary expenditure. 
Industrial Designers must understand the 
above physical limitations which directly 
influence their final outcome.

Manufacturing

Tooling and manufacturing play a big part 
in the product design and development 
process and must be considered extensively 
before going into production. Industrial 
Designers require tooling advice throughout 
the development process to confirm that the 
design can be manufactured with the chosen 
manufacturing method and early discussions 
can prevent unnecessary mistakes.

Figure 25. Design process and involvement
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5. Industrial Design Research Investigation 
– Defining a Market Gap

Due to dissimilar project requirements, 
the business research brief was separated 
from the design brief. The methods used to 
address the business research brief helped 
define the design brief for the project.

5. 1. Research Methods used

In this section, unexplored market 
opportunities were sought where innovative 
solutions could satisfy unmet user needs. 
In order to do this, a comprehensive 
understanding of the animal management 
industry was required. The following 
processes were used to aid in identifying 
crucial practical information.

Online Literature Review

Online literature provided an overview of the 
current situation in the farming industry. As 
shown above in the background research, it 
also enabled a sound understanding of the 
electric fence industry.
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Brain Dump 

The brain dump technique was used for 
idea generation, aimed at releasing initial 
spontaneous ideas which were a result of 
early investigative findings. These very early 
explorations of design concepts helped to 
better understand issues and possibilities 
and identified knowledge gaps for further 
investigation (Van Wulfen, n.d.).

Figure 26. Sketches from brain dump
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Informal Individual Expert Interviews (Byron 
Arnold)

While spending days at a time with mentor 
Byron Arnold, many in-depth considerations 
were discussed around the current situation 
of energizers. This researcher, having limited 
knowledge initially, helped him to empathise 
with new users and understand how they 
could feel. While these conversations were 
not digitally recorded, key notes were 
written, often focussing on the answers of 
the questions asked. These interviews are 
mentioned after key stages in the design 
process throughout this exegesis document 
and helped inform new directions, questions 
and possibilities.

Amateurism (User Testing)

A small electric fence was established for 
the purposes of user testing. Participants 
with little or no knowledge were asked 
to set up different types of energizer to 
energize the fence. Participants of this skill 
level were chosen because they provided a 
fresh unbiased view on the energizer and 
electric fence system. They were observed 
and recorded in order to evaluate how user 
friendly these existing products were and 
figure out what common problems emerged. 

Figure 27. A) Opening Gallagher S17 to 
investigate the inside components. B) Negative 

and positive cables hooked to terminals. 
Trouble with available space. C) Making sure 

the fence works 

Figure 28. A) Opening Gallagher B100 to 
investigate the inside components. B) Placing 

lid back after hooking crocodile clips from 
energizer to battery terminals. C) Checking 

connections to identify where the problem lies

A A

B B

C C
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Figure 29. A) Opening Gallagher B40 to 
investigate the inside components. B) The 

participant has attached the grounding cable 
to the fence (common misunderstanding). C) 

Lid has been put on incorrectly. The reverse clip 
prevents extraction of the lid in this position

Figure 30. A) Attaching wire into crocodile clip. 
B) Connecting energizer grounding cable to the 
grounding rod.  C) Participant is unsure what to 

do with grounding rod

A A

B B

C C

Findings

Users with little or no knowledge of the 
technology struggled with the following:
•	 Grounding – Users did not understand 

how to complete the circuit
•	 Connectivity between battery, energizer 

and fence – Users with no knowledge 
could not work out which cable attached 
to each component. The more complex 
the product, the more confused  
they became.

•	 Knowing they had done it right –  
Once the energizer was setup, there  
was little visual feedback to confirm it 
was working 

•	 It is common for users to clip the lid 
on incorrectly as shown in Figure 29C, 
resulting in the lid being locked in the 
improper position. From this point, it 
becomes almost impossible to remove 
without excessive leverage using tools. 

•	 Portable energizers were the easiest for 
a new user to set up

•	 Semi-portable energizers were possible 
to set up with minimal knowledge

•	 Permanent energizers were not 
understood by users with a low level of 
understanding and could not be set up. 
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Farm Visits (Field Ethnography)

A number of farms with electric fences were 
visited by me and my mentor, Byron Arnold 
(Business Manager of Energizers).The farms 
visited helped comprehend the context 
in which energizers were used. Gallagher 
experience and farm visits provided 
additional relevant documented information, 
images and knowledge insight which had 
been collected over the years.

Huntley - 26 March 2013

Farm Overview:
A Huntley farm was chosen by Daniel 
Loughnane, Business Manager of Gallagher 
Weighing and EID systems, to give a 
general understanding of a typical farming 
environment.  A Gallagher staff members’ 
father allows Gallagher personnel to test 
Gallagher products on the property which is 
used predominantly as a small dairy farm.

Observations:
•	 Energizers are often installed or 

mounted, left for very long times  
and endure hot, cold, wet, dry, dusty  
or conditions.

•	 Farmers want to know their fence 
is secure and will visit the energizer 
regularly to ensure it is working well, 
implying there is a certain psychological 
need to check fence condition.

•	 Paddocks can be many kilometres  
apart, suggesting that long distances 
must often be travelled to get around  
on farms.

Figure 31. A) Typical NZ farming 
environment. B) Energizer installed in 
a barn on wall. Note the environment 

conditions. C) S17 hooked up to the 
fence to power a small fence.

A

B

C
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Warkworth – 9 April 2013 

Farm Overview:
The lifestyle block belonged to a lifestyle/
hobby farmer with number of Gallagher S50 
energizers installed. The land was mostly 
flat, but many other properties in the area 
had much steeper terrain. Fences were 
set up to hold roughly 15 sheep, a good 
representation of many hobby farms here in 
New Zealand. S50 portable solar energizers 
were set up along the fence lines and were 
easy to relocate if needed.

Figure 32. A) Farm environment. B) Gallagher S50 
installed on a warratah. C) Gallagher S50 front.

A

B C
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Byron Arnold Various Farm Visits (2011-2013)

The following images are from various 
farms across New Zealand and other 
countries. Information on these farms was 
given verbally and was used to visualise 
the context of use.

Figure 33. A) Gallagher B40 working amongst 
long grass. B) Permanent energizer setup 

installed in a small shelter to protect from the 
elements (Japan)

Figure 34. A) Large solar setup in Australia. B) Typical NZ 
farm. C) Permanent system setup in an old fridge.

A

A

B

B C
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Personas

User groups were identified and analysed 
based on a cross section of similar groups 
of real people, to identify the different user 
needs associated with the end product. 
Personas helped to inspire and guide the 
concept design.
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Figure 35. Professional Farmer

Professional Farmer
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Figure 36. Farm Worker

Farm Worker
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Hobby Farmer

Figure 37.  Hobby Farmer 
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Territory Manager

Figure 38.  Territory Manager 
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Market Overview Board

The market overview board is a collage 
technique used to explore relevant 
environment, activities and product 
examples which reflect or encapsulate 
appropriate feelings and associations with 
the farming and agriculture industry.  
These images offer valuable insight into the 
feelings, expressions, colours and emotions 
related with farming, providing inspiration for 
further thoughts throughout the project.

(Opposite page : Figure 39. Market Overview Board)
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Online Survey

In order to reach customers worldwide, 
survey questions were prepared and 
a survey was conducted through 
FreeOnlineSurveys, an online survey engine. 
It enabled the author to make contact with 
Gallagher Territory Managers in all the 
major overseas markets. TM’s were targeted 
because they deal with customers and end 
users every day in their jobs, gathering 
important information from the target 
farming market. 
 
The voice of many farmers could be heard 
through each TM, who would relay their 
concerns, doubts and objections as well as 
their advice, opinions and general comments. 
This was the most useful method used to 
gather new unknown research from the 
target end user group. For information on 
TM’s, see Glossary of Terms. 

The refined survey results can be found in 
Appendix 2: Survey where they have been 
placed in tables and graphs to condense  
the information
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6. Research Data/ Findings

These pages document information about 
the following key topics:
•	 Gallagher aesthetic/family/brand/

identity analysis
•	 Gallagher product analysis
•	 Gallagher energizer differentiation
•	 Gallagher position in each major market
•	 Technology and materials forecasting
•	 How each type of energizer is used
•	 Context of use
•	 Market gaps/opportunities

The following methods were used to gather 
the most relevant research information and 
applied in the following documents:
•	 PPE Analysis
•	 Future Forecasting
•	 Expert Interviews
•	 Market Segmentation
•	 Market Figures and Graphs
•	 Competitor Reviews
•	 Advantage/Disadvantage Evaluation
•	 Discrimination/Market Maps
•	 Technography

6.1. Gallagher aesthetic/family/
brand/identity analysis

The PPE Analysis aimed to establish a 
thorough understanding on the aesthetic 
qualities of various relevant Gallagher 
products. The documents provide 
information which will help connect the new 
product to the existing Gallagher family, 
brand and identity.



Presentation

Representation

Impression
Robust solid form 
appears reliable and fit 
for purpose

Recognition
Very boxy product. 
Despite Gallagher 
logo, there is no clear 
association with 
Gallagher product brand 
identity.

Recognition
Black band and orange 
print are synonymous 
with Gallagher. 
Corrugated texture 
reminds people of 
tough “corrugated iron”

Impression
Clear glossy shield, 
corrugated texture, 
minor detailing 

Appreciation
Clear utilitarian feel with 
simple product semantics 

Comprehension
Solar panel clearly 
explains it is a solar unit. 
No other visual cues help 
the user to comprehend 
its use.

Comprehension
Large clear surface 
dominates the face 
of the product as the 
most important feature. 
Intent is obvious. Single 
control (dial) is easy to 
understand.

Appreciation
Smooth lines, subtle 
form curvatures, material 
and texture contrast.

Emotion
Strong, robust, simple, 
affordable, and 
expresses very basic 
functionality. No frills.

Association
The S17 has no clear 
indication of its 
intended use. Its unclear 
form could be mistaken 
for a floodlight.

Association
State of the art, 
using new distinctive 
materials to show new 
innovative ideas and 
ways of doing things.

Emotion
High tech and 
high performance 
appearance. Pride 
instilled in the product

Gallagher Portable Solar Range
S17

Gallagher Portable Solar Range
S20-S50

Figure 40. PPE Analysis Gallagher S17  Figure 41. PPE Analysis Gallagher S50
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Presentation

Representation

Impression
Colour contrast, 
bright, large 
terminals, clear dials

Recognition
Banding, colour 
application and form are 
stong Gallagher identities

Recognition
New revised product 
form which pushes 
the Gallagher 
aesthetic boundaries, 
yet retains its colour 
and banding identity.

Impression
Interesting organic 
form. The careful use 
of curves has been 
used, but in harmony 
with the flowing form.

Appreciation
Simple lines and subtle 
surface tension on 
curvature. Surface 
texture changes and 
clear product semantics 
provide hierarchy.

Comprehension
Obvious feature hierarchy 
and relation to function. 
Features are easy to 
understand and switch 
has natural affordance.

Comprehension
Coherent form applied 
to the handle and trigger 
demonstrate how the 
scanner is used. Black 
communicates function. 
Hold like a gun

Appreciation
Comfort and user 
interaction were 
well considered to 
making this product 
stand out as an 
ergonomic product.

Emotion
Precise uncomplicated 
functionailty: Pleasure
Professional 
Appearance: Pride
LED Lights: Suprise

Association
Professional well 
engineered product. 
Balanced symmetrical 
proportions and 
layout help distinguish 
the association with 
Gallagher.

Association
An innovative and 
technologically 
advanced product 
which looks like it could 
be used as a weapon.

Emotion
Organic flowingform 
bestows a humanistic 
feel: Comfort
Smooth surfaces and 
ergonomic handle: 
Desirable

Gallagher Permanent Solar Range
B80, B180, B280

Gallagher Tag Reader
HR3 Smart-Reader 

Figure 42. PPE Analysis Gallagher B80,180,280 Figure 43. PPE Analysis Gallagher HR3



Presentation

Representation

Impression
The contrast between 
the orange and black, in 
addition with the smooth 
surfaces create a very 
intense bright impression.

Recognition
Essentially a glamorised 
box. The housing has 
identifiable Gallagher 
curved form, banding 
and colours.

Recognition
Entirely organic 
unorthodox 
appearance does 
not fit with other 
Gallagher products. 
The colours and 
banding are evident.

Impression
Chunky, soft forms 
morph together 
creating a curved 
organic amalgamation 
of parts.

Appreciation
Simple lines, elegant 
curves and obvious forms 
communicate ease of use.

Comprehension
Carry handle is easily 
recognized. Colour helps 
identify visual hierarchy 
and dial switch is easy  
to understand.

Comprehension
The design has too 
many stickers, details 
and features which 
conflict with one another, 
making it more difficult 
to navigate than other 
Gallagher products

Appreciation
No special traits stand 
out. The organic shape 
is overly detailed and 
the details seem to 
merge into one another.

Emotion
Solid, elegant form 
provides a sense  
of assurance and  
subtle complexity.

Association
The B40 has a robust, 
heavy feeling of a 
product which is 
protecting the interior, 
similar to a safe box.

Association
Organic shape has 
similar aesthetic traits 
to a wheely bin.

Emotion
Soft bulky product and 
organic form bestows 
a humanistic feel

Gallagher Semi-Portable  
Solar Range
B40

Gallagher Semi-Portable  
Solar Range

B100, B200, B300

Figure 44. PPE Analysis Gallagher B40 

Figure 45. PPE Analysis Gallagher B100,200,300 



Presentation

Representation

Impression
The contrast between 
the orange and black, 
in addition with the 
smooth surfaces 
create a very intense 
bright impression.

Recognition
Corrugate texture 
reminds users of 
corrugated iron, a 
common roofing material. 
It communicates 
affordability, reliability, 
strength, durability.

Recognition
Resembles fishing 
equipment. The 
plastic handle is the 
only feature which 
can be recognized as 
a Gallagher branding.

Impression
Large reel product 
which must be 
wound up

Appreciation
Cylindrical/spherical 
form is clean, crisp and 
visually appealing. Soft 
curavtures are elegant 
and pronounced.

Comprehension
Basic one function 
unit. LED’s are the only 
indicator, making it easy 
to understand. Clip on 
rear side explains its 
function; Attach to fence

Comprehension
Handle communicates 
how to hold the 
product and crank 
arm encourages 
winding of the reel. 
Easy to understand

Appreciation
Rubber over-
moulded handle grip 
make the handle 
desirable to crank

Emotion
Precise uncomplicated 
functionailty: 
Confidence
Clean, crisp 
appearance: Delight
LED Lights: Suprise/
Excitement

Association
The product appears 
to look and work 
like a clothes peg, 
making it intuitive 
to use. It stands for 
simplicity, reliability 
and affordability.

Association
Simple and reliable 
to operate. Fishing 
reel association.

Emotion
Simplicity and Ease of 
Use: Convenience
Pure performance 
product: Confidence 
and Satisfaction

Gallagher Live Fence Indicator Geared Reel

Figure 46. PPE Analysis Gallagher Live Fence Indicator Figure 47. PPE Analysis Gallagher Geared Reel 
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6.2. Format Analysis Matrix

Warell, Fjellner and Stridsman-Dahhlstrom 
(2006) format analysis matrix is a 
methodological tool used to determine 
visual cues from a family of products. Form, 
material, colour, style and detailing will be 
looked at to identify key Gallagher  
brand language.

Figure 48 recognizes important traits 
apparent in Gallagher products and 
identifies which of them are most prominent. 

Comments

•	 Expensive, newer and higher quality 
products generally possess the most 
visual Gallagher cues

•	 Curved forms were most prominent 
in the family of products, followed by 
orange detailing, black surfaces and the 
banding detail.

Figure 48. Gallagher Products: Format Analysis Matrix 



The corrugated texture is a 
multipurpose feature. It is used 
to hide surface moulding defects 
and associates itself as having 
the same qualities of corrugated 
roofing iron (strong, durable, 
tough, affordable). The texture also 
adds visual interest and a certain 
amount of ergonomic handling  
grip to an otherwise very smooth 
plain surface. 

The timeless circular form is one 
of Gallagher’s most appealing 
product features. When used as a 
detail in combination with carefully 
contrasting shapes and colours, the 
circular attribute becomes a focal 
point and cognitively indicates the 
purpose. Similar to how a cars’ 
wheel arch is shaped around the 
wheel, the circular attribute is seen 
on Gallagher products as one 
which communicates intent.  

Corrugated Texture

Circular Attribute

The corrugated texture is  
evident in many of the newer 
Gallagher products and has now 
become a key signifier of the 
Gallagher brand.

For example, radial switch, a pivot 
point or a joint which rotates.

The incorporation of classic 
geometrical forms will ensure 
Gallagher’s brand maintains a 
certain level of product longevity  
as the standard circle form will 
remain classic indefinitely. 

Figure 50. Circular Attribute Identity  

Figure 49. Corrugated Texture Identity  

6.3. Visual Identity Analysis



Orange and black form the basic 
Gallagher symbol which is used as 
a brand signature and a stamp of 
quality. These colours are almost 
like a blank canvas for all products 
to follow. The orange colour is 
generally applied to the parts 
where the user interacts with the 
product and creates crisp contrast 
against the black surfaces. Orange 
has been predominantly used to 
highlight main focal features which 

Many Gallagher products have 
elliptical curved forms as an 
integral part of the product shape. 
The gentle curve which can be 
seen on the front surface of the 
Gallagher B40, B180 and new 
i-series energizers is a distinctive 
quality of the product range 
which differentiates itself from 
other competitor product. The 
structure communicates faultless 
functionality, robustness and 
effortless professionalism.

Colour Distribution

Elliptical Curved forms

help guide the user when viewing 
the product. Orange is also a playful 
colour and brings a bright cheerful 
feeling to the product. Black has 
primarily been used to cover large 
surfaces. It is interesting to note 
that the more coverage of black the 
product has; the more expensive, 
advanced and up to date it is.

Product unity is established 
through building similar product 
architecture, which is largely due 
to the relationship between smooth 
curves and sharp defined edges.

Figure 51. Colour Distribution Identity  

Figure 52. Elliptical Curved Forms Identity  creates



Along with the colour use of black 
and orange, banding is the most 
obvious form related feature. The 
banding represents a stamp, brand 
or flag and focuses on focussing 
attention on the product. The flag-
like banding creates differentiation 
between itself and other products 
on the market without even 
requiring the Gallagher logo. 
Banding does many things, 
including isolate parts and brings 
focus to them or helps group 
certain features. Symmetry is 
often involved, creating repetition, 
rhythm, balance and orderliness 
to maintain a clean, clear and 
professional brand identity

The banding has been integrated 
into the surface finish in 
various ways depending on the 
proportions, size, surface contours 
and materials. In many cases, 
the material used creates the 
subtle change in colour, creating 
the banding effect. This can be 
seen in the Gallagher S50 solar 
energizer. The use of subtle 
material differences can effectively 
describe the product, create 
visual hierarchy and balance 
among features whilst instilling a 

Banding

professional undertone to  
the product.

The banding is an exceptional 
example of how a product can 
be branded without any logo, 
similar to a countries flag. It has 
now become an insignia of the 
Gallagher brand.

Figure 53. Banding Identity  
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PPE Discussion (Gallagher Brand Identity)

The Gallagher energizer selection has been 
updated over the past 10 years to develop 
a united family. The energizers which have 
been upgraded to encompass the new 
Gallagher styling provide a professional 
appearance which is unique and easy to 
recognise as a Gallagher product. This 
cohesive visual identity must be continued 
with this project’s final design proposal.

The five key features mentioned above  
will act as guidelines to help design the 
product aesthetic and will ensure that the 
final outcome fits in with the Gallagher 
energizer family and is recognised as a 
Gallagher product.

The use of black promotes the message of 
professionalism in the Gallagher range (i.e. 
Smartpower MX7500, Powerplus S50, Live 
Fence Indicator), whilst product with more 
coverage of orange pronounce a message 
of playfulness (Powerplus B40) and feature 
more commonly in units with lower power 
output. The use of black and orange will be 
tested during the development phase to 
establish the appropriateness according 
to the final size, proportion and form. The 

outcome should aim to look professional and 
use orange only to highlight sections  
of importance.
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6.4. Gallagher Product Range 
Analysis

Project specific product information has 
been collated in Figure 54 next page. 
The three types of energizers have been 
explained and differences highlighted. Within 
the Gallagher range, they have 13 battery/
solar energizers on the market. 



Figure 54. Gallagher energizer range analysis 
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Figure 55 and Figure 56 illustrate how 
the three types of energizer have been 
categorised, regarding their power, 
portability and ease of use.

Note: Later, In “Additional Research Findings”, 
a new understanding of portability will be 
explained as it influences the design  
criteria significantly.

Figure 55. Energizer Categorization  Figure 56. Energizer Differentiation
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6.5. Gallagher in the great 
scheme of things

The following material provides an overview 
of the major international regional markets 
and how Gallagher products compare with 
competitor offerings. The main goal was to 
establish which energizer was perceived to 
be the best in each category and market.

(Opposite page: Figure 57. Gallagher competition 
overview)
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6.6. Technical Overview: 
Comparisons

These diagrams show how Gallagher 
compares against their competition in each 
market. As a fair basis for comparison, the 
number of features on each product and a 
price/performance ratio was used. 

To determine the feature score of an 
energizer, each feature was given a number 
(based on survey results) which reflected 
how desirable and effective the feature 
was. The higher the number, the better it is 
perceived to be.

To calculate a price/performance ratio, the 
price of the unit was divided by its power. 
A lower ratio indicates a better energizer. 
This measure was used because Gallagher 
experience suggests that farmers are driven 
to purchase energizers based on this ratio 
relationship and are looking for more “bang 
for their buck”.

(Opposite page: Figure 58. Gallagher technical overview)
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6.7. Technology/ Features 
Analysis

There are limitations on technological 
advances which can be reasonably applied 
to electric fence energizers or other 
components connected to the energizer. 
Although it was not a driving force for this 
project, the options were still explored and 
conclusions were made before ruling out 
these technologies. The design, materials 
and technologies used must be considered 
feasible and cost effective.

(Opposite page: Figure 59. Future technology forecasting)
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6.8. Permanent Solar Unit 
Usage

Permanent Unit Users

Permanent solar energizers are used by 
a wide range of users for various reasons. 
The buyer, installer and user are typically 
different people. The buyer is often a 
professional farmer who owns the land 
and stock and may be a user. The installer 
is often a Gallagher Territory Manager or 
contract worker, and the main end user 
group is often farm workers although owner 
operations are also commonly end users. For 
more information, refer to “Personas”, page 
38-39.

(Opposite page: Figure 60. Permanent solar energizer 
analysis)
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Connecting the energizer

1. Mounting

Place the Energizer over 
and slide down on to the 
mounting screws

4. Connect to Fence

Take red lead and attach to 
the fence

2. Connections

Attach both green and red 
cables to the energizer 
terminals

5. Connect to Battery

Connect the battery leads 
from the Energizer to the 
battery: red lead to the (+) 
terminal of battery, black lead 
to the (-) terminal of battery

3. Connect to Earth

Take green lead and attach to 
grounding rod

6. Connect to Solar Panel

Attach solar panel cable  
to the battery

Installation and Setup

Figure 61. Permanent unit installation and setup
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6.9. Semi-Portable Solar Unit 
Usage

Semi-Portable unit Users

Semi-permanent solar energizers are used 
by a wide range of users for various reasons. 
The main user and buyer are different. The 
buyer is often a professional farmer, owner of 
the land and stock, but the main user group 
is male and female farm workers. For more 
information, refer to “Personas”, page 38-39.



Figure 62. Semi-portable solar energizer analysis 
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Installation and Setup

Connecting the Battery Connecting the Energizer to 
the fence and earth

Remove the earth stake to 
unclip the cover

Connect the fence leads 
(green and red) to the 
energizer terminals.

Unclip the energizer cover Connect the green lead to the 
earth stake

Remove the energizer cover Connect the red lead to the 
fence

Connect the battery leads to 
the energizer

Switch energizer on to 
desired operating mode

Replace the energizer cover 
and clip closed

Replace the energizer cover 
and clip closed

Figure 63. Semi-portable unit installation and setup
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6.10. Portable Solar Unit Usage

Portable unit users

Most commonly, portable solar energizers 
are used for containing small areas, 
reflecting the type of user; a hobby famer. 
For more information, refer to “Personas”, 
page 38-39.

(Opposite page: Figure 64. Portable solar energizer 
analysis)
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Connecting the Battery Connecting the energizer 
to the fence

Open the energizer Mounting the energizer

Mount the energizer on one of 
the following options:
•T-post • wooden post
• ground • vertical surface

Connect leads to fence
Connect green ground (earth) 
lead to ground stake.  
(Install stake at least 2’ 
(60cm) into ground.
Connect red fence lead to 
fence wire or reel. 
Avoid placing in a shady area.

Install battery

Attach battery terminals

Connect leads to 
energizer

On the back of the 
energizer, unscrew the 
Green terminal knob.
Thread the end of Green 
lead through the hole in 
terminal and tighten the 
terminal knob.
Repeat for the Red 
terminal and lead.

Switch ON

Installation and Setup

Figure 65. Portable unit installation and setup
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6.11. Market Gaps Identified

This document analysed the market  
and highlighted possible gaps for new 
product design offerings. Many gaps in  
the market were found, but only few were  
of strategic importance to Gallagher  
marketing management. 



Figure 66. Market Gaps and Opportunities 
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6.12. Additional Research Findings

During late May, Byron Arnold, Gallagher 
Business Manager of Energizers went to 
North America. On behalf of the author, he 
took photos, observed and asked farmers 
questions about Solar Powered Energizers. 
His findings were transcribed into a digital 
document recording his time there. His major 
findings were passed on to provide more 
depth to the research understanding. His 
report can be found in the appendix.

Second Major Finding

It is recognised that many of the Gallagher 
retail outlets could not hold all stock. The 
most common example is the semi-portable 
B100, B200, and B300 battery boxes.

The three energizers looked the same, 
maintained the same dimensions, and were 
used in the same way but had slightly 
different technical specifications. Often 
there was not enough space on the shelf 
for all three to be displayed as stock and 
as a result, the shop would only choose 
to sell one. Each unit has a place in the 
market; therefore none could be removed 
from the Gallagher range. The arrangement 
mentioned above was expensive for both the 
store and Gallagher.

Gallagher realised that the number of Stock 
Keeping Units (SKU’s) could be reduced if 
all three could be deleted and replaced by a 
single modular version. 

The idea of marrying both a modular system 
with all types of energizers, batteries and 
solar panels was attractive to Gallagher, and 
this was immediately incorporated into the 
design brief.

Marketing Requirement for Design Brief: 
Design a modular unit

First Major Finding

A new understanding of “Portability” was 
generated: It is not how far or easy it can be 
physically carried.
Portability refers to:
•	 How easy it is to set up
•	 How easy it is to pick up and place on  

a vehicle
•	 How quickly it can be assembled/

disassembled/picked up

While it is concerning that the battery is very 
large and extremely heavy, it is evident that 
farmers do not physically carry their existing 
energizers further than 50 metres.

Figure 67. Gallagher B100, B200, B300
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7. Market Research Conclusion

The extensive market research and analysis 
developed a sound understanding of 
competitor product offering, customer 
preferences, market conditions and end user 
motivations. Main areas of research include:

•	 Gallagher brand and product aesthetics
•	 Gallagher’s heritage, current state and 

future ambitions
•	 How an electric fence, energizer and 

solar energizer work
•	 Learning about people’s perceptions of 

electric fences
•	 Industrial design contribution to 

customer, end user and business chain 
value

•	 An understanding of Gallagher products, 
competitor products and market 
standards

•	 Investigation into the competition: 
Comparison and analysis

•	 How, where, when and why energizers 
are used

•	 Issues within the current Gallagher 
product range

•	 Emerging and currently preferred 
technologies

•	  
A fairly strong understanding of the business/
marketing side was established,  

which highlighted the reality of the industry 
and its standards. Although marketing has 
different priorities to design, understanding 
marketing processes and procedures helped 
to foster an empathic understanding of what 
they aim to achieve when a product is going 
to market.

Four major gaps in the market were 
identified through the conducted research 
investigations, providing choices for the 
design brief which were discussed with 
Gallagher management and supervisors. 
Subsequently, it was decided that a modular 
semi-portable solar powered electric fence 
energizer between 2-5J would be the best, 
as it provided enough scope to allow for 
creative solutions. The amalgamation of two 
ideas (2-5J semi-portable solar powered 
electric fence energizer and modularity) 
formed the design brief mentioned below.
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7. 1. Design Brief

Design a modular semi-portable  
energizer setup/system which allows for  
all battery, solar panel and energizer sizes  
to be interchanged.

7.2. Design Specifications

Both Gallagher and Industrial Design 
requirements have been identified and  
split into their respective classes. The 
majority of Gallagher requirements are a 
reflection of strategic needs in the field of 
animal management, while the Industrial 
Design requirements aim to satisfy all  
parties (client, target market, and other 
various parties) with a user centred 
approach to all needs. As a result of extensive 
research, the following specifications have 
emerged from 1; Gallagher and 2; industrial 
design perspectives.

Table 1. Functionality criteria
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Table 2. Business criteria

Table 3. User criteria
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Table 4. Manufacturing criteria

Table 5. Aesthetic criteria
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Table 6. Desirability criteria

Table 7. Usability criteria
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8. Industrial Design Research Investigation

Design a modular semi-portable energizer 
setup/system which allows for all battery, 
solar panel and energizer sizes to be used.

8.1. Project Ideation and 
Development Design Process 

Figure 68 shows the key development 
points which have contributed towards the 
final outcome. This linear process clearly 
indicates where design decisions were 
made and the methods used to explore the 
design problems



Figure 68. Project development design process
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8.2. Research Methods Used

The following methods were used to take 
what was learnt during the research phase, 
then applied, evolved, enhanced and 
employed to deliver an insightful outcome.

Brainstorming

This individual creativity tool aimed to 
collate all thoughts, theories and initial 
understandings onto a rough A3 page. The 
specific goal was to draft as many ways 
to move a heavy unit, irrespective of how 
extreme the method or approach was. It 
provided a firm base from which to explore 
further into the concepts and thoughts 
shown below.

Figure 69. Concept Brainstorming
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Design Schematic Board

Aim: Identify relevant state of the art product 
examples from similar or applicable product 
category sectors with appropriate features 
and details which express desirability factors 
such as: configuration, assembly, format, 
styling, form, colour, graphics, materials, 
ergonomics and usability.

Share these insights with other product 
development team members to ensure 
appropriateness of design direction and 
expression is on target. Use agreed examples 
as inspiration and reference for generative 
design development stages.

(Opposite page: Figure 70. Design schematic)
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Existing Product Research

An online search of existing products 
that included holding/carrying/storage 
capability was used to identify relevant 
solutions and features of interest.  
The search was restricted to products 
that expressed a robust aesthetic, 
appropriate for outdoor farming contexts. 
The parts which looked robust displayed 
characteristics like bold shapes, external 
visible structures, large radii, large part 
lines, material associations, joining method 
associations and solid colours.

Handles and clip lock mechanisms were 
also of particular interest because these 
elements were of significant design 
importance (for attaching the base to  
the body).

(Opposite page: Figure 71. Important product features)
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Gallagher Product Investigations

A review and critique of existing Gallagher 
energizer products, which resolved similar 
challengers to this project, provided insight 
into the how they had been designed for 
injection moulding manufacture. Informal 
interviews with Gallagher R&D and marketing 
staff helped to identify features and 
techniques that were either desirable or 
had been less successful in the field. Insights 
from this work provided benchmarks and 
inspiration for this design project.

(Opposite page: Figure 72. Gallagher product open/close 
mechanisms)
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Product Technical Specifications 

Before exploring possible product topology, 
investigations into physical component 
attributes were required. Gallagher technical 
advisors established the technological 
parameters in order for this device to 
function appropriately for the specifications 
set in the brief.  The concepts were required 
to work with the following components:

Figure 73. Most suitable components
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Technical Limitations

The following limitations would be considered 
when moving forward with a concept. 
These limitations outline basic physical 
parameters for the product in terms of size 
and requirements.

A diverse range of battery and solar panels 
are made available by suppliers to the end 
user in numerous dimensions. Therefore, the 
final solution must be flexible in modularity.

Figure 74. Technical limitations 
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Ideation

This exploratory research phase, focused 
on generating design concepts that were 
relatively unconstrained. They subsequently 
encouraged creative speculation, to 
investigate whether there could be a radical 
design innovation that resolved the basic 
design challenges and could provide a new 
desirable product. The main goal was to find 
a convenient, ergonomically sound way to 
transport and install the large solar unit that 
included a heavy battery (30+kg), solar panel 
and energizer with limited manufacturing 
and cost restraints. The following concepts 
were generated and critiqued.

Wheels Ideation

Findings: The idea of using wheels to 
transport the unit opened up new potential 
configurations for the project. Wheels could 
be extremely helpful and add huge value 
to the product. Unfortunately the size and 
cost of the product would make it difficult 
to sell to the target market because the 
added value may not be advantageous to 
the customer. 
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Figure 76. Concept Ideation: wheels
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Backpack/Carry on Back Ideation

Findings: Carrying an energizer unit 
on the back is an alternative option. 
Unfortunately, the weight would prevent 
the user from easily putting it on his 
back. Due to ergonomic factors, this idea 
was disregarded.

Figure 77. Concept Ideation: back carrying
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Figure 78. Concept Ideation: double handle 

Double Handle Ideation

Findings: The idea of using a unit with two 
carefully located and designed handles 
provided more value than the existing B100 
setup style with a single handle. Two handles 
enable the user to share the overall weight 
between both arms and sides of their body. 
Integrating two handles into a product 
which requires lifting and transporting short 
distances is ideal.
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Tilting Unit - Single Handle

Findings: The aim of a tilting single handle 
was to use the weight balance of the product 
to rotate the geometry, allowing the user to 
pick up the unit without obstruction from 
the solar panel. This concept was not the 
most appropriate, but could prove useful for 
application in other units.

Figure 79. Concept Ideation: Single handle options
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1 and 2 Handed - Adjustable Solar Panel

Findings: The idea was to pivot, slide or  
move the solar panel to ideal placement for 
both carrying and when in use. This concept 
was emerging as the best way to resolve 
the problem of a solar panel obstructing the 
handle of energizer/battery enclosure.  
Test rigs were created to communicate  
this concept.

Figure 80. Adjustable solar panel
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Flexing Solar Panel

Findings: The idea of using a new and 
emerging flexible solar panel technology 
opened up new potential configurations 
for the project. The flexible solar panel 
technology can be rolled up when not in 
use. The solar panels are many times more 
expensive than main solar panel types, less 
efficient and the benefits do not outweigh 
the cons. Unfortunately the unit cost of the 
new panel proved commercially prohibitive 
for use in this project.

Figure 81. Flexible solar panel 
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Basic User Testing

Concept: Wheels

Aim of Test: The trolley concept was 
tested with a 33kg battery, to find out how 
beneficial this method of transport was and 
whether it was worthwhile to have wheels on 
the product. 

Findings: While it was possible to carry 
the battery by hand 20m, the trolley made 
it much easier. However, it was tested on 
flat hard surfaces, and did not provide a 
real indication of the farming terrain that it 
would be used in. Despite this, the benefits of 
wheels were proving useful for transporting 
distances of over 10m with ease and so the 
concept of using wheels was not eliminated 
at this stage.

Figure 82. Wheels vs. manual carry
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Concept: Backpack/carry on back 

Aim of Test: In this test, an existing 
backpack was used and fitted with ballast 
to approximate size, weight and general 
ergonomic handling characteristics.

Findings: Carrying weight on a user’s back 
is often the best method of carrying heavy 
goods because it allows for a reasonable 
distribution of weight into strong parts of 
the body in a walking posture and leaves 
the hands free. However, the weight of the 
battery immediately became a problem 
when getting the unit on/off. It was 
ergonomically challenging and was ruled  
out because of this.  

Figure 83. Backpack unit testing
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Concept: Double handle ideation 

Aim of Test: To understand how, under 
specific postural geometry and weight load 
conditions, two handed lifting, carrying and 
manual handling performance compared 
with single handed lifting, carrying and 
manual handling.

Findings: When compared to lifting single 
handed, distributing the weight of the test 
unit between both arms helped to reduce 
the strain on the user by roughly half. Above 
10kg, using two hands became much more 
suitable and sustainable for the individual.

The posture change meant that the user 
could stand upright comfortably with 
straight arms, preventing unnecessary 
lateral stress or bending of the spine whilst 
carrying single handed.  

Handles on both ends of the test rig made 
this procedure significantly easier and 
ergonomically more comfortable because 
it provided a smooth, even surface for both 
hands to form contact with. It became 
evident that this process was not desirable 
if manually transporting the unit further 
than 50m.

Figure 84. Two handed carry styles 
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Concept: Single handed lift/handle

Aim of Test: Investigate single handed lifting 
to identify natural lifting procedures and how 
feasible it was to apply them with respect to 
different weights.

Findings: Single handed lifting techniques 
often used other body parts to share the 
load once lifted. As previously mentioned in 
the findings of two handed lifting, there is a 
certain amount of strain placed on the user 
when an item is lifted on one side. When 
possible loads of 20+kg are to be lifted or 
moved short distances, based on this testing, 
there is reasonable doubt that using one 
hand or side of the body is acceptable.

A single handle has shown to be more 
intuitive to use when picking up a product 
with a low weight volume and moving longer 
distances (i.e 50+ steps). Due to the nature 
of the product, it is highly possible it will 
weigh above 20kg and it would not be ideal 
to employ a single handle as the primary 
handling component.

Figure 85. Single arm/side carrying options
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Concept Review: Weighted Objective Method

Breakdown of Concepts

During the concept phase, ideas ranging 
from of blue sky to pragmatic were  
explored. The three main directions are 
illustrated below: 

Figure 86. Likely project paths
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While discussing the concepts with Gallagher, 
it became evident that the many constraints 
placed on the project would shape how novel 
and innovative the outcome could be. It 
was agreed that using a weighted objective 
method assessment would help critique the 
various conceptual proposals and determine 
an appropriate and realistic way forward for 
further design development. 

When choosing from a list of possible 
concepts, there are many difficult design 
decisions to consider. This researcher has 
chosen the Weighted Objectives Method 
to validate which concepts have the most 
potential and identify which fulfils the design 
brief criteria the best (Tague, 2004).

Figure 87. Choosing concept to develop
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8.3. Meeting with Mark Harris 
(Marketing Manager – Animal 
Management) and Byron Arnold 
(Energizer Product Manager)

A meeting regarding the choice of  
concept took place on 11/07/2013 at 
Gallagher Hamilton. The following main 
points were recorded.

•	 Mark and Byron favoured the  
modular unit which allows for 
interchangeable components

•	 The two handed concept was  
received well

•	 It was emphasized that carry distance 
could not be controlled

Outcome

The results of the weighted objective method 
and Gallagher expert opinions coincided, 
making it an easy decision to move forward 
with the two handed lift unit. Weaknesses of 
this concept were addressed, with the intent 
on maximising ergonomic performance by:
•	 Providing a two-person lift solution
•	 Concentrating on designing the most 

suitable geometry, location, shape and 
size of handles
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9. Industrial Design Development Investigation

9.1. Research Methods Used

The following methods were used to take 
what was learnt during the concept phase, 
then apply, evolve, enhance and deliver an 
insightful outcome.
•	 MDF 1:5 scale test rigs
•	 Full scale foam model mock-ups
•	 Development sketches
•	 Full scale test rigs
•	 Product testing
•	 Informal expert interviews
•	 Group discussions
•	 Case studies

MDF 1:5 Scale Models (Investigate Product 
Configuration)

In the current powerbox design on right, 
the solar panel is mounted over the single 
handle, making it very awkward to carry. 
The concept design must be picked up easily 
without obstruction from a fixed solar panel 
covering the handle(s); therefore, 9 concepts 
were constructed with different mechanisms, 
which looked at the relationship between the 
handle(s) and the moving/ tilting/ adjustable 
solar panel

Figure 88. Gallagher Powerbox solar panel issue  
(handle obstruction)
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Aim: Design and present test rigs which 
investigate product configurations, to a 
board of Gallagher engineers, mentors, 
managers and supervisors.

Figure 89. Scale 1:5 MDF models

Outcome: Overall, the idea of adjusting a 
solar panel to make it easier to pick up made 
sense and was well received. A pivoting 
hinge was chosen above all other mechanism 
concepts because it was simple, effective, 
and appeared to be an affordable solution. 
In addition, it offers protection for the solar 
panel and left the handles unobstructed 
when not in use. The following image shows 
the chosen test rig.

Figure 90. Chosen configuration
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Foam Full-Scale Mock-Ups 

Foam mock-up 1
Aim: Define key product dimensions and 
component topology/configuration

Findings
•	 Sharp edges, flat surfaces and blocky, 

additive forms made it appear extremely 
large and bulky

•	 User initially picked it up by pivot point 
(not from side handles)

•	 Side handles were not obvious enough
•	 Foam model couldn’t reflect the weight 

and other physical barriers

Design Alterations
•	 Generate and explore sketch 

configurations which aim to reduce 
overall bulk, soften appearance and give 
more emphasis to carry handles.

Figure 91. Testing basic product dimensions, 
component topology and basic ergonomics
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Foam Mock-Up 3

Aim: Incorporate the circle design theme 
and create a harmonious flow between 
main features; i.e. handle to main body

Findings
•	 When lifting by single handle, the 

balance was incorrect (figure 92)
•	 New way of getting to the battery was 

discovered and investigated. Instead 
of taking a small lid off the body of 
the unit, the larger body is pulled off a 
small base. This provides full access to 
the battery when the top is removed, 
making it easy to replace.

Circular aesthetics seem semantically 
inappropriate and don’t provide 
ergonomically shaped weight  
carrying forms.

Figure 92. A) Pulling pins to release the body from the base. B) Removing body for 
complete access to battery. C) Identifying balance issue. D) Handle detailing

A B

C D
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Foam Model 4

Aim: Use the fundamental form, derived 
from ergonomic usability, mechanical 
design performance, component layout and 
manufacturability, as a base for constructing 
a foam model which will form the foundation 
of the final design proposal.

Figure 93. Foam model 4
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Foam Model 5

Aim: To closely simulate the most developed 
design and features to help describe the 
overall design from all angles.

Figure 94. A) Rear view. B) Front view. C) Side (Solar panel away). 
D) Side (Solar panel in use)

A B

C D
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Development Sketches

Aim: To soften the harsh lines, relax surfaces 
and explore new appearance with quick 
sketches over photographs.

Findings:
•	 A frame visually and structurally 

integrated and unified key design 
elements and components of the product

•	 The frame concept presented a robust 
utilitarian image which seemed 
appropriate for the farming context.

Figure 95. Development drawings (form exploration)
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Figure 96. Development drawings (shape exploration)

The following design sketches in Figure 96  
investigate alternative product 
configurations, aesthetic treatments and 
ergonomic handling features:

Findings:
•	 The softer round shapes offer a 

humanistic identity for the product in 
an attempt to make the product appear 
user friendly and less technical than the 
utilitarian mechanical frame contrast.

•	 The circular handles became an early 
theme for the design
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Figure 97. Option 1: Frame Figure 98. Option 2: Frame/Fully 
enclosed box combination

Figure 99. Option 3: Fully enclosed box
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Figure 100. First developed concept idea
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Full Scale Test Rigs

Test Rig 1 

Aim: Create a test rig which can carry all 
components and test user interaction with 
the product.

The following test rigs were not made to 
include the aesthetic qualities of the product; 
they were used to provide a decent idea 
of basic dimensions, enable users to test 
ergonomic principles and get a feel for the 
product’s weight.

Findings:
•	 Oversized, some wasted space. 
•	 Fits all components 
•	 Energizer proximity to central single 

handle forces the handle off centre, 
making it unbalanced and difficult to 
pick up 

•	 Total weight of the overall package  
is 35kg

•	 Weight is a serious ergonomic concern

Changes:
•	 Reduce the vertical height of the test rig
•	 Try to rearrange the energizer/central 

single handle so it is balanced when 
picked up

Figure 101. Test rig build
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Test Rig 2 

Aim: Learn from the first test rig, build an 
improved version, test, analyse and identify 
weaknesses within this layout of product.  
The following changes were made:

Figure 102. Test rig 2

Figure 103. Test rig comparison 
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Findings:
•	 Size reduced considerably
•	 Reduction of size = Less space for 

components
•	 Hand space when using central handle is 

still compromised by close proximity of 
energizer

•	 Weight is unable to be reduced unless 
the battery size is reduced.

•	 Unit continues to have balance issues 
when lifted by the single handle

Changes:
•	 Remove handle or leave it off centre
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Full Scale Test Rig Testing

Aim: Testing for ergonomic, functional, user 
interaction and basic dimensional properties. 

Test: For this test, no end users were 
asked to participate: This informal design 
test intended to inform design concept 
development, regarding typical user 
limitations when interacting with the physical 
properties of the design, such as weight, 
handle positions, lifting and carrying. 

Findings: 
•	 Very heavy, but manageable for two-

handed pickups
•	 Walking two handed: Was able to walk 

for over 1 minute and over 100m by the 
time the arms tired

•	 One handed lift pulls the body to one 
side, making it hard to walk

•	 Weight distribution is toward the solar 
panel side and battery

•	 Weight is manageable for short 
durations, picking up with both arms, 
plus double person lift

•	 Comfortable depth of product, providing 
balance when placed on flat surfaces 
(see figure 104)

•	 Ergonomically suitable width in relation 
to user’s distance between shoulders.

A B

C D

Figure 104. A) All components fitted and connected to the fence. B) Two-hand Lifting – Arms straight.  
C) Two-hand Lifting – Lifted to stomach height, arms bent. D) Single handle lift – Straight arm, one sided weight
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Group Discussion (University Critique)

Aim: The aim of this informal method was to 
show progress and instigate discussion about 
obvious issues, concerns, uncertainties and 
thoughts within the audience. A slideshow 
was presented along with various models 
to help describe the thoughts involved in 
the project. During the presentation, people 
could freely ask questions and give feedback 
which commenced discussions amongst  
the group.

Concerns:
•	 Have ACC/OSH Health and safety 

regulations been sufficiently considered 
regarding the weight issue?

•	 Gallagher could be held accountable for 
the safety concerns mentioned above.

•	 It is a designer’s duty to address the 
human factors related to the weight of 
the unit.

Intentions:
•	 Discuss the seriousness of the health  

and safety with Gallagher, supervisors 
and farmers.

•	 Test the weight concern to see how 
serious it is.

•	 Research health and safety regulations in 
different countries.

•	 Take appropriate action with regard to 
the initial concern

Figure 105. Presentation and discussion
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Gallagher Visit (16/08/2013)

On the 16th of August, a meeting was 
organised to informally discuss the foam 
models constructed. 

Informal discussion feedback (3 foam 
models)
•	 Modular unit is most marketable
•	 Modular unit can fit B80, 180, 280 and 

new future energizers
•	 If modular unit hits price point, all 

existing Gallagher box energizers can 
be removed from the market

•	 Most appealing design is the circular 
handles

•	 Prevent excessive (but not all) water 
entry to battery

A new design requirement was established 
regarding the products susceptibility 
to falling over during windy conditions 
because of the size and sail-like quality of 
the solar panel.

Figure 106. Key design features used for the Gallagher meeting
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10. Health and Safety Study

10.1. Critique – Addressing 
Questions (Lifting Safety)

Why does the unit have to be so heavy?

Three quarters of the weight comes from 
the battery. The battery is heavy because it 
needs to be of a certain power rating in order 
to perform its intended use. The battery 
weight cannot be reduced unless technology 
development improves the power to weight 
ratio. For information regarding weights, 
refer to basic component information.

What are the effects of the weight on 
the product?

The unit has become very heavy (30+kg), 
due to component constraints. This weight 
will influence the method/s of lifting the unit. 

Why was this design chosen? Are there better 
ways to move this heavy unit to prevent injury 
caused to the user?

The design was required to factor in  
many aspects:

1. Safety concerns associated with  
lifting 30+ kg

2. Application of usage
3. How it would be used
4. Power output required
5. Physique of the user 
6. Price point relative to farmer’s 

budgets
7. Manufacturing and assembly 

constraints

Many concepts were explored, each with 
an emphasis on the previously mentioned 
factors. Safety was a major concern and a 
prime driver of each concept. 
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During the concept phase, it became 
apparent how seldom it would be moved and 
how small a distance it would be carried. 
Refer Figure 101.

Figure 107. Battery power required vs size of area
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With this in mind, it was realised that 
wheels were unnecessary, as other forms of 
transport were being used to move it. The 
choice between the concepts came down 
to; (1) how convenient it was for typical 
farm applications and handling; (2) how 
well handles were designed to encourage 
appropriate behaviours and discourage 
improper use; (3) how safety concerns were 
communicated; (4) and unit cost being 
contained so that it did not present a barrier 
to product uptake and distribution. 

These factors were weighed up in terms of 
importance to the target market (the farmer) 
in order to fulfil the brief. From this, it was 
established that although 40kg is heavy,  
the weight was manageable for typical  
farm users. 

•	 Unit is moved a maximum of two times/
year 

•	 Unit is moved short distances 
typically between installation site and 
vehicle transport. Wheels would add 
considerable cost to the unit price, make 
the unit awkward to lift onto vehicles for 
transport and would only be of potential 
value when moving the product medium 
distances over suitable terrain. It was felt 

that these factors mitigate a wheeled 
concept and that wheels would become 
a major deterrent against purchase.

•	 User is regularly lifting heavy animals 
and equipment (Use to weights 30kg +) 

•	 Farmers, by the nature of their 
profession, are generally very fit and 
strong, and well able to manage  
30kg+ weights.

•	 Customers already use and move  
30+kg batteries

Out of all concepts explored, the unit  
with handles for manual carrying was 
preferred because:

•	 Ease of manufacture
•	 Lowest cost to build compared with other 

concepts explored
•	 Able to hold all components in 1 package
•	 Manual lift solar energizers are already 

accepted by the current market
•	 No extraneous parts 
•	 Relatively uncomplicated 
•	 Practical for the type of job it will be 

used for
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10.2. Health and Safety and 
Manual Handling

•	 A two person lift solution has been 
provided, allowing users to share the 
weight of the unit if required. This 
pragmatic solution adds no additional 
cost, but addresses the issue of not being 
able to manage the weight alone. 

•	 Easy removal of the battery enables the 
user to separate the largest portion of 
the weight if required. The battery is built 
with a handle for manual handling.

•	 The possibilities of straps and winch 
devices (attached to handle lifting 
points) have been considered to help 
with lifting the unit. The use of these 
devices would be optional and up to 
the user. Farmers generally have such 
equipment, as dealing with heavy things 
is in the nature of the job.

10.3. Supervisor Meeting (Oliver 
Neuland/Tony Parker)

These points describe the main issues 
discussed:
1. Circular handle aesthetic of the 

unit is not working. This detailing is 
elaborate and irrelevant. Concentrate 
on fundamental shapes that satisfy 
ergonomic usability, mechanical design 
performance, appropriate component 
layout and design for manufacture.  
This will be different depending on 
whether it is a covered box or frame 
style construction. 
Important features = dominant 
Less important features =recessive

2. Concerns about safety and 
responsibility as a designer were 
covered. Good design prevents injury, 
which otherwise could result in court 
cases or a bad reputation. Ideally, the 
best solution would be a responsible 
product which offers the user an easy 
way to move, which does not cause 
injury or harm others around the user. 
Solutions/changes
•	 Allow 1 or 2 person lift 
•	 Only allow for two person lift
•	 Reduce battery size/weight in 

accordance to ergonomic data

10.4. Background Investigation 
and Benchmarking Manual 
Handling

•	 Check product liability laws in EU and 
USA and other major markets

•	 Investigate what the NZ manual lifting 
limits are in the workplace. Workplace 
limits may vary according to the job. 
(eg. A 40kg bag of cement, which does 
not have handles, is commonplace in 
the building and construction industry).

•	 Change design specifications according 
to ergonomic research 

•	 Enquire if Gallagher would pay for an 
initial commercial evaluation from ACC.
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11. Additional Design Criteria

Ergonomic Criteria
•	 The unit, which includes all components, 

must weigh less than 23kg
•	 Must provide a two-man lift option 

Gallagher Criteria
•	 Business managers are adamant that  

it must also have a single handle:   
It will not be accepted in the market 
without one

11. 1. Reasons for maintaining 
existing design dimensions

Height
•	 Solar panels are different sizes and will 

require the existing height of the unit to 
accommodate the larger panel sizes

•	 The height of the battery determines 
where the lowest point of the energizer 
can sit. The height of both battery and 
energizer establish the height of the 
overall unit.

Depth
•	 This is the narrowest part of the product. 

The depth must be sufficient enough, 
to prevent being easily tipped over on 
sloping terrain or by high speed winds

•	 Required to accommodate unusually 
deep batteries

Width
•	 When picking up the unit with both 

hands, the handles are roughly the width 
of a person’s shoulders.

•	 Required to accommodate unusually 
wide batteries 
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Figure 108. Primary Dimensions
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12. Development (Post New Design Criteria)

12. 1. Research Methods Used

The following methods were used to develop 
the product concept:
•	 Development sketches
•	 2D photoshop renders

The following design development sketches 
show key development stages and thoughts 
behind design decisions. 

Development Render 1 
Aim: Provide insight into possible aesthetic 
traits based on aesthetic focussed literature 
and concept development. The concept was 
taken to Gallagher manufacturing/tooling 
specialists to analyse its feasibility.

Figure 109. Early illustrations of product layout, features 
aesthetic form and colour
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Gallagher Specialist Manufacturing/ 
Tooling Input

Aim: Work through the design, 
ensuring it can be injection moulded 
and marketed. The following 
diagram shows the exploded parts 
and how it could be manufactured.

Figure 110. Manufacturing considerations 
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Things to Refine

Figure 111. illustrates the major changes 
recommended by Gallagher manufacturing/
tooling specialists.

Figure 111. Changes to be made
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Development Render 2

Aim: Develop the design based on key 
points raised in the meeting with Gallagher 
manufacturing/tooling specialists

Outcome:
•	 Single handle: try using a metal rod and 

inserting it through the plastic body to 
ensure it is acceptably strong.

•	 Solar panel pivot point aesthetic does 
not correspond to rest of design. 

•	 Side handles are not strong enough
•	 Reduce bulky appearance 

Figure 112. Further manufacturing explorations
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Development Render 3

Aim: Develop the design based on 
discussions with Gallagher and supervisors.

Outcome:
•	 Solar panel pivot point needs a  

complete re-work
•	 Handles require a complete re-work
•	 Solar panel arms need a re-work
•	 4mm wall thicknesses required 

throughout the whole design. All objects 
must be hollow with no undercuts

Figure 113. Development render
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Development Render 4

Aim: Develop the design based on further 
discussions with Gallagher and supervisors

Outcome:
•	 New handle design gets its strength from 

plastic body moulding
•	 Indent provides aesthetic theme 

corresponding to an evolving Gallagher 
design language

•	 Solar panel arms now fully injection 
moulded with 4mm wall thicknesses. 
The “H” shaped cross section provides 
adequate strength and a platform for 
solar panel modularity.

•	 Bulky appearance has now been resolved 
to express a strong and capable feeling

•	 Smooth top surface has been raised to 
meet the pivot point, eliminating the 
disjointed feeling in previous designs. 

Figure 114. Changes to make
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Development Render 5

Aim: Convert conclusive design discussions 
into a design which aims to guide the final 
design outcome.

Figure 115. Front and side view
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13. Final Design

13. 1. Research Methods Used

The following methods were used illustrate 
the final outcome:
•	 3D	CAD	drawings
•	 3D	CAD	renders

CAD drawings (Rhino 3D)
CAD drawings were used to convert the 
developed concept into an exact, realistic 
interpretation of the design. 

Figure 116. CAD on Rhino 3D
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CAD Renders (Vray for Rhino)

CAD renders illustrate final design solutions 
and help describe the product. The following 
renders were shown to Gallagher as the  
final design:



Figure 117. Final design proposal CAD render



Figure 118. Final design proposal:  view front



Figure 119. Final design proposal:  view rear



Figure 120. Final design proposal: solar panel working position
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This setup opposite shows a fully operational 
solar powered electric fence energizer, 
containing a 20W solar panel, 50ah battery 
and Gallagher B180 energizer.
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13.2. Parts and Components

1. Base
2. Battery
3. Body
4. Clips (x2)
5. Side handle (x2)
6. Central handle
7. Central handle cap (x2)
8. Lid
9. Pivot point cap (x2)
10. Spacer (x2)
11. Solar panel mount (x4)
12. Solar panel arm (x2)
13. Solar panel 



Figure 121. Components
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Main Body 

The main body is a single ABS plastic 
injection moulded part designed to include 
as many of features, detail and function 
as possible, to reduce the size of other 
components and provide the strength. 
The lightweight ABS plastic is modified at 
Gallagher to provide excellent water, fade 
and shock resistance for more extreme 
conditions and contexts of use. Emphasis was 
placed on incorporating ribs, radiuses and 
extra support in places where strength was 
needed, particularly around the clips, side 
handles and pivot points.

The internal compartment of the body allows 
unusually long, high or wide batteries to fit 
inside the containment area. 

A single colour has been used to keep the 
cost of manufacturing low. The logo and 
model symbols are orange pad printed. The 
black colour has not only been applied to 
signify its connection with Gallagher, it to 
portray a sense of strength, power and visual 
robustness. The curved forms and soft edges 
also aid in providing a humanistic element to 
the design.



Figure 122. Body
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Base

The base has been designed with low edges 
to allow full access to the battery when 
the body is removed. The base has been 
strengthened by incorporating ledges in the 
plastic and a landing on the exterior. Holes 
have been positioned in the lowest level to 
allow water egress.

Orange was chosen at the base to create 
the “banding” appearance from which 
it establishes it primary family identity. 
The orange ABS plastic has been used 
predominantly because of its excellent 
manufacturing properties and relatively 
affordable cost. It is uncomplicated to mould, 
with only two vertical slides. 

A very simple, recessive visual aesthetic has 
been selected to focus attention on other 
more dominant parts which the user has 
interaction with. 

On uneven terrain, the surface area of the 
base is extremely important to prevent the 
unit tipping over. This common problem 
has been considered but no remarkable, 
affordable solution has been integrated into 
the design. 

(Opposite page: Figure 123. Base)



Figure 123. Base
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Side handles + Lid

The handles have been designed to be the 
primary method for lifting and transporting. 
They have been highlighted in orange 
ABS plastic with moulded indents and a 
comfortable location to encourage user 
interaction. When lifting, users can either 
pick the unit up with two hands, or share  
the weight with another individual (two man 
lift option). 

Detailing on the handle ends correspond 
with the indenting on areas of the main body, 
solar panel arms and solar panel cover. 
Orange was chosen to repeat the “banding” 
appearance to unite the product parts. 
Contrast also emphasizes the parts of 
importance, helping the user instinctively 
understand the hierarchy and layout of  
the product. 

The lid allows easy access to the battery 
terminals when it is necessary to connect 
them. This feature adds cost, but adds value 
through making it easier to use, ensuring the 
customer does not feel dissatisfied because 
they cannot access the battery without 
taking off the body. 

A two man lift symbol was pad printed in 
black on the lid, to ensure it is seen while 
being used.  



 Figure 124. Side handles and lid
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Single handle + Clips

The central handle has been incorporated 
as a Gallagher market requirement. As 
much as it is possible to lift one handed, it is 
potentially hazardous. In an effort to prevent 
users from using it as the primary method of 
transporting, it has been made recessive, off 
centre and with minimal ergonomic comfort. 

In the event of a user picking up the unit 
by the handle, it must be capable of 
supporting the entire weight of the unit and 
all components. Therefore, a core-pull in 
the main body structure has been used to 
provide holes for inserting the steel tube.
This method provides sufficient strength over 
and above general use.

Attaching the body to the base required 
dependable robust mechanisms which could 
handle weights of up to 32kg. Clips similar 
to the existing B100 were utilized because 
of their strength and reputation as the most 
reliable joining mechanism. The mechanism 
is designed to look, feel and be robust to 
psychologically assure the user it will not 
release and drop the base with battery. 
 



Figure 125. Central handle and side clips
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Solar panel arms + Regulator cover

The solar panel has been designed to sit in 
two positions. 
1. Stored (protects screen from physical 
damage, communicates that it is not working, 
compact for transporting, shipping, primary 
interacting feature)
2. In use (protects unit from sun damage, 
rain, highlights “in use”, communicates that it 
must be pivoted before picking up)

Due to the variations in solar panel sizes 
on the market, the mounts must be fully 
adjustable. Figure 126. shows how the mounts 
are able to slide laterally along the slider hole 
and vertically up the solar panel arm slider 
holes. To lock this position, basic 12mm nut 
and bolts have been supplied. This gives it 
a utilitarian feel, appropriate to the farming 
environment and is a common mechanism 
which end users are familiar with and can 
adjust themselves.

The regulator cover is an added aesthetic 
feature which protects the regulator on 
the back of the solar panel. The simple 
thermoformed sheet provides a blank canvas 
for minor detailing and a Gallagher logo. 



Figure 126. Solar panel arms, mounts and regulator cover
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Components

The three components which have been 
incorporated into the final design illustrate 
how they relate with the final proposed 
design. One of the key features of this design 
is its modular capability. 

The only minor modification made is the 
solar panel protection. If the solar panel 
protrudes out from the unit, any sharp 
corners become hazardous. To try to prevent 
harm to the end user, the frame edges have 
been softened and highlighted in orange. 



 Figure 127. Solar panel, battery and energizer
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13.3. Details

Clip

Figure 128. Unlatched clip
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Lid

Figure 129. Open lid with exposed battery and lid pivot point
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Side handle detailing

Figure 130. Side handle detailing and insertion
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Pivot Point detailing

Figure 131. Pivot point
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Solar panel positions

Figure 132. Solar panel “in use” position 
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Figure 133. Solar panel “stored” position  
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13.4 User Interaction: Picking up/moving

Figure 134. Top view of user hold Figure 135. Holding energizer frontrear

Figure 136. Holding energizer rear Figure 137. Holding energizer side
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Figure 138. Recommended two man lift
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14. Design Evaluation

To establish whether the design had 
accomplished the design goals and 
ultimately the research aim, an analysis 
of the final proposal was required. 

This section outlines a basic internal 
evaluation of the final energizer design 
proposal. The evaluation placed 
importance on determining the extent 
in which the final outcome solved the 
design specifications in chapter 7.2. 
Tables 1 through to 7 contained the 
criteria in which the final outcome was 
evaluated.

Decisions were made based on 
the knowledge gained through the 
research phase. 
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14. 1. Format analysis Matrix: Design Evaluation

Comments: 
Using the format analysis matrix, (Warell, 
2008) it is evident that the final proposed 
design assimilates the visual aesthetics of the 
Gallagher brand.

The final outcome provided visual 
characteristics seen in previous Gallagher 
products. The most prominent features 
include geometrical forms, black surfaces, 
orange detailing and the banding detail. 

Although it did not contain obvious 
corrugated details, large indents were 
present. These indents were intended to 
be an evolution of the corrugated detail, 
however focussed on promoting a  
robust appearance.

Figure 139. Design evaluation
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14.2. Design Evaluation

Table 8. Functionality Criteria
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Table 9. Business Criteria

Table 10. User Criteria
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Table 11. Manufacturing Criteria

Table 12. Brand Identity Criteria
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Table 13. Desirability Criteria

Table 14. Usability Criteria
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15. Research Investigation Conclusion

This project aimed to provide an innovative 
design proposal based on market gaps 
or opportunities found in the research 
phase. Through research investigations, 
the most commercially viable gap in the 
market was chosen (2-5J modular solar 
energizer system) along with identifying 
other opportunities and issues which 
were prevalent in the market. This unique 
market opportunity is a completely new 
concept, requiring knowledge gaps to be 
filled throughout the design process. With 
the guidance from Gallagher experts and 
relevant research literature, issues and 
challenges were indentified and  
addressed accordingly.

Through an iterative design process, the 
project aimed to resolve objectives and 
criteria set out in the research phase. (See 
Table 8-14 for criteria analysis) The majority 
of these were solvable, while others proved 
difficult and could only be answered to a 
certain extent. The unsolved areas were 
identified as issues for further development.

This project outcome focussed on 
providing the best solution with respect 
to user requirements, Gallagher business 
requirements, manufacturing requirements, 

and idealistic industrial design input. 
Therefore, the design decisions that were 
made had to be prioritised due to these 
influences, meaning not all criteria were 
addressed to their fullest potential.

End user safety concerns, particularly lifting 
heavy weights and potential injury have 
proved difficult throughout the project. The 
final design proposal provided a solution 
which is safe (ergonomically prudent and 
stays within international safety standards) 
while still affordable and practical. 

A recognised factor which requires more 
investigation is a full scale full working 
prototype, which would either validate the 
executed theories or identify any issues 
which challenge usability, functionality and 
context of use. A working prototype could be 
used to test strength, water ingress, balance 
and any other problematic issues that 
present over time. 

In theory, a strategic move to replace 
the B100, 200, 300 is sensible. Further 
market verification is required to find out a 
consumer price point, estimated production 
numbers and manufacturing costs before 
replacing the B100 line of energizers. 

The cost to manufacture this product is 
reflective of its size, complexity and material 
selection. A key challenge for this project 
was to condense all components into the 
smallest space possible to reduce the overall 
size of the unit, while making it simple to tool 
and still meet all other objectives. The final 
profile means that it has the capability of 
interchanging different sized components; 
however, the effect may be that it exceeds 
the price cap. 

The final design analysis indicates that 
despite the immense number of challenges 
faced, most objectives were attained over 
and above the expected requirement. The 
result is a new product platform which has 
not only fulfilled Gallagher’s brief to advance 
their solar powered energizer range, but has 
opened up a new market niche to pioneer.
 
(Opposite page: Figure 140. Final product design)
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16. Recommendations for future work

The following work would be of further 
benefit to this project:
•	 Develop the next version of energizer 

to fit the energizer cavity in the unit
•	 Look into additional ways of 

manufacturing parts or divide existing 
parts into smaller sections to try to 
reduce cost of manufacture

•	 Provide additional devices to aid in 
lifting (pulleys, ropes, etc.)

•	 Incorporate a specific location(s) for a 
grounding rod(s) of varying sizes

•	 Build in a way to attach the energizer 
to the ground to prevent theft

•	 Further market verification to find  
out a consumer price point, 
estimated production numbers and 
manufacturing costs 

•	 Incorporate the corrugated texture 
(without added cost) to create a strong 
Gallagher brand identity

•	 Remove all cabling and use carefully 
placed conductive contact points to 
connect the solar panel, battery and 
energizer, improving simplicity and 
ease of use

•	 The addition of a simple solar panel 
“catches” in both the stored and in use 
positions to prevent the solar panel 
from freely pivoting 
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To design a product ready for manufacture,  
it is important to understand the following 
key concepts:

The number of slides and slide directions

Slides are required to create the negative 
space which is then filled with liquid plastic. 
The following images explain how a product 
with two slides can create a product 
with holes in two directions. If this is not 
done with more than two slide directions, 
undercuts are created. See Figure 21.

Figure 18. 2 Horizontal Slides Shown

Figure 19. 2 Vertical Slides Shown
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Cores

Cores are used when a product is hollow 
or needs wall thicknesses and are inserted 
before the plastic is injected into the mould 
cavity. Figure 20 illustrates how a core is 
inserted before the plastic is injected.

Figure 20. Hollow product made with a core tool
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Undercuts

Undercuts prevent the product from being 
removed from the tooling and must be 
avoided. Figure 21 shows what a product with 
undercuts looks like.

Figure 21. Product with undercuts, unable to be removed from the tool
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4. 10.  Injection Moulding

In Process, Materials and Manufacture 
(pg.39) Daniel F. Cuffaro (2006) describes 
injection moulding as “a process by which 
melted plastic is injected into a negative 
cavity and cooled to create a positive part. 
Injection-moulded parts typically have a 
high level of finish and detail on exterior and 
interior surfaces.”

Cuffaro (2006) describes on page 40 
important considerations such as draft 
angles, undercuts, sharp corners, uniform 
wall thicknesses, and complex machine 
features such as shut-offs, sliding parts, cam 
blocks and collapsible cores. These tooling 
features add cost, but can reduce parts, 
labour cost and add value to the  
final product.

These requirements were thoroughly 
considered when developing the final design 
proposal, and played a significant role in 
design decisions made in this process.

Figure 22. Standard injection moulding machine
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